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.NET Programming: A Practical Guide Using C# (HP Professional Series)Prentice Hall, 2002
Takes a straightforward, hands-on approach to explain everything you need to know from development to deployment and maintenance for this platform-all from a developer's perspective. Softcover. CD-ROM included.      

Enterprise-class .NET programming in C#—from a developer's perspective.

* Internals of the...
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Programming F# 3.0O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Have you ever been in a hurry and pounded in a nail using something other than a
	
		hammer? Or perhaps settled an argument concerning distances with “the length of my
	
		arm is about 20 inches, and that’s about two arm lengths...”? You might not be willing
	
		to fall for such obviously flawed shortcuts, but...
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Planning and Design for High-Tech Web-Based TrainingArtech House Publishers, 2002
Web-based training (WBT) refers to on-line learning delivered over the
World Wide Web (WWW) via the public Internet or a private, corporate
intranet. Although on-line learning is not actually new—it has been
around since the 1960s—it is the Internet’s user-friendly interface, coupled
with improved technology,...
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Google Web Toolkit for AjaxO'Reilly, 2007
The Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a nifty framework that Java programmers can use to create Ajax applications. The GWT allows you to create an Ajax application in your favorite IDE, such as IntelliJ IDEA or Eclipse, using paradigms and mechanisms similar to programming a Java Swing application. After you code the application in...
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Continuous Enterprise Development in JavaO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn a use-case approach for developing Java enterprise applications in a continuously test-driven fashion. With this hands-on guide, authors and JBoss project leaders Andrew Lee Rubinger and Aslak Knutsen show you how to build high-level components, from persistent storage to the user interface, using the Arquillian testing...
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C# Network ProgrammingSybex, 2002
On its own, C# simplifies network programming. Combine it with the precise instruction found in C# Network Programming, and you’ll find that building network applications is easier and quicker than ever.
    This book helps newcomers get started with a look at the basics of network programming as they relate to C#, including the...
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Microservices Deployment CookbookPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Adopt microservices-based architecture and deploy it at scale
	
		Build your complete microservice architecture using different recipes for different solutions
	
		Identify specific tools for specific scenarios and deliver immediate business results, correlate use cases, and adopt them...
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Hands-On Reinforcement Learning with Python: Master reinforcement and deep reinforcement learning using OpenAI Gym and TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide enriched with examples to master deep reinforcement learning algorithms with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Enter the world of artificial intelligence using the power of Python
	
			An example-rich guide to master various RL and DRL algorithms
	
			Explore...
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Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2007
Accelerate and Simplify Ajax Development with Google Web Toolkit



Get the edge you need to deliver exceptional user experiences with Google™ Web Toolkit Applications, a guidebook that provides web developers with core information and...
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The C# Programmer’s Study Guide (MCSD): Exam: 70-483Apress, 2017

	
		Prepare for Microsoft Certification Exam 70-483: Programming in C#. The “What, Why, and How” of each concept is presented along with quick summaries, code challenges, and exam questions to review and practice key concepts.

	
		You will learn how to use:

		
			Lambda expressions to write LINQ...
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A Practical Approach to WBEM/CIM ManagementCRC Press, 2004
System architects and engineers in fields such as storage networking, desktop computing, electrical power distribution, and telecommunications need a common and flexible way of managing heterogeneous devices and services. Web-Based Enterprise Management WBEM and its Component Information Model (CIM) provide the architecture, language,...
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Node.js Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get the best out of Node.js by mastering a series of patterns and techniques to create modular, scalable, and efficient applications


	About This Book

	
		Dive into the core patterns and components of Node.js in order to master your application's design
	
		Learn tricks, techniques, and best...
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